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A B S T R A C T

The use of cutting fluids is commonly considered a necessity while machining Heat Resistant Super Alloys
(HRSA). Specifically, cutting fluids applied under high-pressure, which for many decades have been the
solution for the most demanding applications. The results might be diverse and vary between
applications, but typically leads to improved tool life, enhanced chip breakability, lower temperature in
the cutting zone and better surface quality of the finished product. The available high-pressure cutting
fluid delivery systems are usually designed with the intention to improve the cutting fluid penetration at
the vicinity of the cutting edge on the rake face side of the insert. However, there has been limited interest
in investigating high-pressure cutting fluid applied to its flank face. Both specifically and in combination
with cutting fluid directed to the rake face. In this study, the focus has been to investigate the chip
formation process during the turning of Alloy 718 (Inconel 718). Particularly, for a defined turning
operation where high-pressure cutting fluid is applied to the flank side as well as the rake side of an
uncoated carbide insert. Several combinations of pressure levels and jet directions were investigated. The
corresponding effects on the tool-chip contact zone and chip characteristics were studied for two cutting
speeds. The results of the investigation showed a substantial improvement in lowering the tool-chip
contact area at a rake pressure of 16 MPa. At which pressure, additional cutting fluid applied to the flank
at a moderate pressure of 8 MPa had no dominant effect on chip formation (chip break). However, flank
cooling of the cutting zone supports chip segmentation and thus indirectly chip breakability. For cutting
fluid applied to the rake side at a more moderate pressure of 8 MPa, more prominent effects on the insert
became apparent when additional cutting fluid was applied to the flank side. This was particularly
noticeable when cutting fluid was directed towards the flank side of the insert at the same pressure level
as the cutting fluid applied towards its rake face. The additional thermal transfer was seen to have a
significant effect on the material deformation phenomena in the primary shear zone (lowering shear
angle) as well as the sliding and sticking conditions of the tool-chip interface.
Based on the evidence from this study, it can be concluded that cutting fluid applied towards the flank

side of the insert has a significant impact on the cutting process. In particular, if applied in combination
with a rake pressure at a similar level, in this case, 8 MPa.
© 2021 The Authors. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction

The technological advancement in and around the metal cutting
industry has incremented towards better understanding and
optimization of its processes. One such increment is improved
tool utilization, which ultimately helps driving manufacturing and
production of different materials towards improved sustainability

and a reduced environmental footprint. However literary a vast
number of new advanced materials are added to the catalogue of
difficult to machine alloys in the meantime. Heat Resistant Super
Alloys (HRSA) are among those where there still exists a clear
incentive to find and apply manufacturing concepts that distin-
guish them from the currently available. A challenge that is
constantly encountered.

HRSA have found their natural place on the material shelf of
aerospace industries due to their mechanical and physical
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properties. Components manufactured from high-performance
materials like these are widely used in the turbine’s hot sections.
Specifically, for their ability to retain mechanical and physical
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roperties such as creep and corrosion resistance at elevated
emperatures. One HRSA in particular, the Alloy 718, acts as a base
aterial to manufacture components used in such demanding
pplications. However, despite its long and widespread use, it is
till a challenge to machine Alloy 718 at high levels of productivity.
In the following, the results of an extensive investigation of the

ntrinsic properties of the removed material (the chips) while
sing cutting fluid applied on both the rake and the flank side of
he cutting edge are presented.

In the primary part of the research work – [1] – tool wear and
riction mechanisms during machining are in focus and in
articular, the effects from high-pressure cooling applied to the
ank side of the insert.
In the secondary part – the present report – the tool-chip

ontact area and obtained chip morphology is investigated
ig. 1(a).
The layout of the investigation approach is illustrated in

ig. 1(b).
Thus, the machining strategies used for this investigation,

edia application concepts and equipment such as tool holders
high-pressure) and machine tools are all same and described in
ef. [1].
Many researchers have previously reported the advantages of

igh-pressure coolant assisted machining, particularly while
urning nickel-based alloys. Among the reported benefits were
mproved chip break capacity, less tool wear and reduced tool-chip
ontact length as depicted e.g. by Klocke et al. [2]. On the other
and, higher cutting forces were observed with increasing cutting
uid pressure as compared to conventional cooling. However, all
he reported effects correlate with a significant drop of the
emperature in the cutting zone with increased cutting fluid
ressure and flow rate. The applied cutting fluid transfers heat
rom the deformation zone and suppresses the temperature there,
s described by Armarego and Brown [3]. Thus, the strength of the
aterial while moving through the deformation zone is retained at

 higher level as compared to conventional cutting fluid applica-
ion. Hence, higher shear work for chip formation is necessary.
ubsequently, the chip is more brittle and better breakable.
Further, high-pressure application of cutting fluid creates a

ydrodynamic wedge and lifting the chip off the rake face as
escribed by Sharman et al. [4]. Thus, the chip curvature is higher,
nd the tool-chip contact can be reduced. These conditions and
igher cutting forces are changing the stress distribution on the
ake face — the ratio between the length of the sticking and sliding
ones. As Machado and Wallbank claimed [5], the mechanical

action of the pressurized cutting fluid significantly reduces the
sliding zone between the tool and chip. On the other hand, the
sticking zone is affected marginally. A higher value of the ratio
sticking/sliding regions decreases the value of the coefficient of
friction as explained in Armarego and Brown [3]. Thus, the friction
exerted in the tool-chip interface can be reduced with high-
pressure cooling.

An increase of cutting fluid pressure did not influence surface
integrity much, according to Sharman et al. [4]. Cooling of the flank
can reduce tool wear and friction between the tool and machined
surface. Moreover, it was pointed out that higher temperature at
low cutting fluid pressure causes steam barrier owing to
vaporization of fluid and therefore prohibits the fluid from
efficiently penetrating the cutting zone. Similar effects of high-
pressure cutting fluid applied to the rake face were described in
Ahmed et al. [6]. Although it was validated for stainless steel, the
phenomena are similar. Pressurized cutting fluid creates a wedge.
Subsequently, chips are more curved and shorter. Cutting fluid
penetration into the tool-chip interface reduces temperature and
friction.

An important factor in high-pressure cooling is the combination
of applied pressure and flow rate. This should be optimized for
maximum heat dissipation from the cutting zone, as reported by
Dahlman [7]. A high flow rate and high-pressure combined gives
the cutting fluid capacity to extract more heat from the cutting
zone due to the extra deep penetration achieved by the maximized
impact (force) from the coolant jet. Further, their temperature
measurement results showed a significant reduction in tempera-
ture and flank wear land [8].

The impact of high-pressure cutting fluid on chip formation has
been investigated in detail in different aspects by several
researchers. An overview of the necessity of chip control as an
important aspect of machinability was published in 1993 by
Jawahir and Luttervelt [9]. They investigated chip breakability,
influences of cutting fluid/lubricant, modelling and cutting
conditions. They also reported that using a coolant increases the
chip curl and lowered the tool-chip contact area. That is according
to the theory explained above. However, the effect of higher
pressure as well as cooling of the flank were not extensively
discussed in the study.

In the 1990s Machado and Wallbank [5] were one of the first to
investigate and present an overview on enhanced chip control by
increased cutting fluid pressure applied to the rake face. Their
study aimed for various cutting conditions when turning the Ni-
base superalloy Inconel 901. They brought evidence of a reduction
ig. 1. (a) Illustrates and describes the three shear zones with a focus on high-pressure cutting fluid application; (b) Overview of the research methodology, incorporating
vestigation methods and process conditions focussed on TCCarea and Chip morphology adapted and reconstructed from Ref. [1].
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in the tool-chip interface temperature by means of measured
higher cutting forces. They also demonstrated that the more
curved, segmented, and smaller chips are all effects of cutting fluid
applied under high-pressure. Nevertheless, no detailed analysis of
the chip formation (chip thickness, chip curvature, tool-chip
contact length, etc.) was presented for an explanation of the
observed phenomena.

Ezugwu and Bonney [10] investigated the benefits of high-
pressure coolant applications with respect to chip breakability,
tool wear and cutting forces. Their investigation was focused on
turning Alloy 718 with coated cemented carbide tools. The results
confirmed the ability of the cutting fluid to lift the chip and reach
closer to the cutting interface. Thus, lowering the friction
coefficient and in turn, reduce the temperature in the sliding
zone. It is argued that consequently, also forces are reduced. On the
other hand, decreased forces are in contradiction to Klocke et al. [2]
and Machado and Wallbank [5]. It is further reported that
improved chip segmentation is achieved at a rake pressure of
20.3 MPa, while 15 MPa had only a negligible effect on chip
breakability. However, a detailed inspection of the chip formation
in support of the described observations was not undertaken.

When assessing the investigations of Machado and Wallbank
[5] and Ezugwu and Bonney [10], it is clear that their results
illustrate that cutting fluid pressure is not the only factor that
affects chip control. The overall cutting conditions and the type of
cutting tool used plays critical roles in an optimized set-up. Also,
when cutting fluid is applied at high-pressure.

Furthermore, Çolak [11] pushed the high-pressure of rake
cutting fluid up to 30 MPa in turning Alloy 718 by coated carbide
tools. The results are well aligned with the findings of Ezugwu and
Bonney [10]. Considerably lower cutting forces were indicated
with high-pressure cooling. It was shown that an increase in
pressure lowered the tool-chip contact area and chip curvature
radius. The theory for better chip breakability at higher application
pressures as compared to flood cooling was proved again.
Moreover, the author showed that chip breakability was signifi-
cantly influenced by the feed rate and depth of cut. Nevertheless,
no detailed study of chip morphology related to process
parameters and material properties are presented for validation
of the theory behind this phenomenon.

Crafoord et al. [12] were one of the few researchers in the 1990s
to conduct extended investigations in studying the application of
media under high-pressure solely focussed on chip control. The
relation between pressure (16–77.2 MPa), nozzle diameter, flow
rate, cutting fluid pressure and jet velocity and their impact on chip
up-curl radius was investigated. Findings showed that the chip
radius was found to be primarily proportional to the applied jet
power.

Öjmertz and Oskarson [13] further increased the applied
pressure with a specific water-jet system up to 360 MPa and
studied its influence in turning Alloy 718 with ceramic cutting
tools. They fully confirmed a hydro-wedge effect of the applied

high-pressure cutting fluid behaves like a mechanical chip breaker
on the cutting tool. At such high pressures, the cutting fluid could
penetrate and access the very proximity of the cutting edge, which
led to small chips. This may affect friction in both the sliding and
the sticking region. A decrease in the total chip length and
thickness was observed with increasing pressure even though
thicker segments were created. However, the chip length and
compression ratio did not change significantly for pressures higher
than 100 MPa. Unfortunately, no detailed clarification for this
behaviour was done.

Khan et al. [14] studied the chip shape when turning a titanium
alloy with the rake and flank coolant at 8 MPa. A combination of
both coolants lowered the main cutting force and reduced the
cutting temperatures for the entire range of cutting conditions in
comparison to dry turning. This correlates with the results
reported by some of the previously mentioned research work.
The chips were thicker with high-pressure cooling but this is in
contradiction to Öjmertz and Oskarson [13]. However, the chips
became thinner with increased cutting speed as an increased shear
angle can be expected. The authors mentioned that a rake pressure
of 8 MPa is too low for significant changes in chip segmentation.
Despite the fact that the coolant affects both the friction between
the tool and the chip as well as the contact length. This was
confirmed by lower cutting temperature, lower cutting forces and a
higher chip reduction coefficient for the case of high-pressure
coolant application as compared to conventional coolant applica-
tion. Although flank cooling was applied, it was not possible to
separate and describe the effects of chip formation.

Thus, state-of-the-art, extracted from the contributions of the
listed researchers show that the main focus has been directed
towards the tool rake and the influence of directed high-pressure
media jets towards the tool-chip interface and only, a very scant
focus was aimed for the study of effects on the chips from high-
pressure media applied to the flank [1].

Some of the previous research work also illustrated the
requirement to have extra high-pressure (more than 20 MPa) to
achieve the sought for chip break effects. Thus, there still exists a
research interest in whether it can be possible to substitute extra
high-pressure rake cooling demands by flank cooling. Especially,
since systems for media application while using extra high-
pressures are complicated, have large energy demands and high
costs. Not to mention operator safety and environmental
complexity. Further, before this study, there was no investigation
conducted with a clear aim for the effects on the chip by combining
both rake and flank pressure cooling. In addition, only limited
research has been conducted on the use of round cutting inserts
and their influence on chip morphology.

From this, it is explicit that there exists a knowledge gap in the
combination of high-pressure media applied to the third shear
zone i.e., the tertiary shear zone (flank face) while cutting Alloy 718
with a round insert. In particular with respect to the obtained chip
morphology.
Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the contact between a round insert and a workpiece producing varying chip thickness up to the maximum; (b) Tool holder CAD model with internal
delivering to rake and flank faces; (c) Magnified view to the cutting tool and impact directions; and (d) Cutting fluid impact points on the rake face extracted from Ref. [1].
Remark:
For the flank pressure condition of 4 MPa, only its effect on TCCarea was investigated.
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The present investigation aims to close that gap and research
he benefits of high-pressure flank cooling (up to 8 MPa), in
ombination with rake pressure (up to 16 MPa). The arrangements
nd experimental set-up is based on previous work by the authors
1] in which the focus was tool life and wear mechanisms, but did
ot include a thorough chip study. The experimental out-set of the
resent investigation is based on the same cutting and cutting fluid
onditions [1].
Terminology and nomenclature
Symbol Abbreviation Unit
HRSA Heat Resistant Super Alloys
LOM Light Optical Microscopy
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SE Secondary electron detector
SCL Spiral cutting length m
fn Feed per revolution mm/rev

©o Rake angle �

F Angle of segment orientation �

w Shear angle �

tmax Maximum chip thickness mm
tmin Minimum chip thickness mm
t0 Undeformed chip thickness mm
tc Equivalent chip thickness –

S Segment width mm
Gs Segment ratio –

z Shrinkage factor –

bch Chip width mm
rch Chip curvature radius mm

Experimental set-up and procedure

Fig. 3. Chip investigation methodology.

ig. 4. Evaluation of the chip: (a) general shape (b) width, (c) SEM micrograph of selected area and (d) curvature radius.
emark:
ll the chips were scanned for higher detail by SEM with a secondary electron detector for both chip edge side and tool interface side views. In addition, for one set of results
chips), a stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ 1500) was used to capture the general view of the chip, see Fig. 11.

ig. 5. (a) Description of parameters in the chip formation process, SE micrograph; (b) Metallography chip sample-illustrating thicknesses and shear angle; (c) Chip image
lustrating the side view and tmax.
ap Depth of cut (DOC) mm
MR Material removed cm3

vc Cutting speed m/min
RP Rake pressure MPa
FP Flank pressure MPa
vch Chip speed m/min
TCCarea Tool Chip Contact area mm2
66
Details of the setup

The hydraulic setup is chosen such that it corresponds to the
first part of this investigation, as reported in Ref. [1]. The major
reason for the application of cutting fluid at high pressure is to
2
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improve its reachability such that the cutting fluid will maintain its
thermal properties when and while in contact with the members
of the cutting zone (chip, tool, workpiece). Thus, the hydraulic
conditions with respect to heat transfer must at least be balanced
such that the heat generated from the cutting process is on par
with the conditions of the cutting fluid applied under high
pressure. This implies that the pressure of the cutting fluid at the
impact area must be - ideally - larger than the pressure
corresponding to the Leidenfrost temperature [15].

The second vital, but equally important quality, is to create a
mechanical force at the rake face to reduce the tool-chip contact
area and to attain an effective chip breakability. This is reached
through the combination of speed and flow rate of the cutting fluid
which is in relation to the following governing equations of mass
flow (1) and energy conservation (2) correspondingly [12]:

_m ¼  r�v�a ð1Þ

v ¼ 2
ffiffiffi

p
p ð2Þ

_m – mass flow rate; r – density; v – jet speed; a – area; p – pressure
The machining setup is based on a 5-axis vertical CNC turning

centre was used for face turning a cast Alloy 718 ring (average
hardness of 381 � 21.8 HV). The detailed machine setup can be
seen in Ref. [16]. The machine tool was programmed to increase the
spindle speed as the cutting tool moved towards the table (spindle)
centre to achieve constant cutting speed. The outer diameter of the
ring was 742 mm, and the inner diameter was 672 mm. The
machined length, lm, of approx. 8 mm. The spiral cutting (SCL) of 90
m, feed of 0.2 mm/rev, depth of cut (DOC) of 1 mm and material
removed (MR) of 18 cm3 was kept constant.

A water-based emulsion with a concentration of 5% (petroleum-
based additive mixed with water) was used as a cutting fluid at
room temperature. The cutting fluid was supplied at high pressure
to both the rake face (three nozzles each with a diameter of 0.8
mm) and the flank face (two nozzles, each of diameter 1.2 mm)
through a specially designed tool holder. Three flank pressures of 0,
4 and 8 MPa for two rake pressures 8 and 16 MPa at a cutting speed
of 45 (low) and 90 (high) m/min with a corresponding cutting time
of 2 and 1 min describes the experiment in short.

Each experimental condition was repeated two times, to ensure
adequate repeatability. The tests were randomized before exper-
imenting. Further detailed descriptions can be found in the

available and cost-effective. In rough machining of HRSA, round
inserts are widely used due to their maximum edge strength and
extended usage of the cutting edges by clever indexing.
Nomenclature as well as the specification of the insert edge
geometry is described in Ref. [16]. The engagement/position of the
cutting tool in relation to the workpiece during machining is
illustrated in Fig. 2. It is to be noted that round inserts have not
been subject to extensive use in previous research and its shape in
itself complicates the chip study. The round cutting edge presents a
particular challenge in that it produces a variable un-deformed
chip thickness along the cutting edge from zero to maximum
(tmax).

Remark:
For the flank pressure condition of 4 MPa, only its effect on

TCCarea was investigated.

Investigation methodology

The procedure to measure the TCCarea was based on a contact
angle of 34 � on the rake face (a detailed explanation can be found
in Ref. [17]) and a 3-D scanning microscope. Different aspects of the
chip morphology were evaluated as shown in Fig. 3.

Measurement of chips
The chip shape was captured by a digital camera equipped with a

macroscopic lens see Fig. 4(a). Further width and curvature radius
were measured by light optical microscope (LOM), Fig. 4(b & d). Ten
chips for each condition (chips were selected which looked more
uniform to each other) were measured for robustness of the results.
In Fig. 4(c) scanning electron microscope, SEM (JEOL JSM 5410) using
secondary electron (SE) detector shows high magnification of the
selected area of the chip surface (tool side) see Fig. 4(b).

Remark

All the chips were scanned for higher detail by SEM with a
secondary electron detector for both chip edge side and tool
interface side views. In addition, for one set of results (chips), a
stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ 1500) was used to capture the
general view of the chip, see Fig. 11.

Metallography sample preparations of chips

Table 1
Measurement results of tool-chip contact area with standard deviation.

S.no vc (m/min) Rake pressure (MPa) Flank pressure (MPa) TCCarea � SD (mm2)

1 45 8 0 0.91 � 0.10
2 45 8 4 0.91 � 0.09
3 45 8 8 0.74 � 0.06
4 45 16 0 0.70 � 0.08
5 45 16 4 0.65 � 0.10
6 45 16 8 0.60 � 0.07
7 90 8 0 0.90 � 0.08
8 90 8 4 0.95 � 0.03
9 90 8 8 0.88 � 0.01
10 90 16 0 0.78 � 0.03
11 90 16 4 0.76 � 0.06
12 90 16 8 0.76 � 0.06
experimental section of Ref. [1].
Round uncoated cemented carbide inserts with the ISO

designation RCMX 12 04 00 (edge has a negative facet on rake
face: go = �17 �, in the tool orthogonal plane) and grade of H13A
were used as cutting tools. The WC tools are commercially
663
After the physical measurements of the chips such as thickness,
width, radius, selected chips were prepared. These represent the
following test conditions: two rake pressures (8 and 16 MPa), two
flank pressures (0 and 8 MPa) for both cutting speeds and were
prepared for the metallography investigations.
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The measurement procedure described step-by-step:

 The chip was pressed in STRUERS Multifast Phenolic Hot
Mounting Resin.

 A P1000 sandpaper was used for rough grinding.
 Pre polishing: Canvas and diamond suspension BUEHLER
METADI 3 mm.

 Final polishing: Canvas and Al2O3 BUEHLER MASTERPREP
Polishing Suspension 0.05 mm.

 Samples were etched by STRUERS Polipower source in a solution
of 10% oxalic acid for 8 s.

Lastly, the metallography pictures of all chips were taken by an
ptical microscope (Carl Zeiss Neophot 32 with a digital camera) and
he analytic software Nis Elements AR was used to measure the chip
egmentation parameters.

easurements and calculations from metallography chip samples

The methods and principles of evaluation were set based on the
revious researcher’s findings/observations Refs. [18–21]. The
hips were prepared as metallographic samples to describe more

of them are calculated from Eqs. (3) to (6). In general, three chips
for every condition were inspected. All the mentioned parameters
were evaluated for ten segments of each chip. A marked single
segment can be seen in Fig. 5(b).

tc ¼  tmin þ  
tmax � tmin

2
  ð3Þ

Gs ¼  
tmax � tmin

tmax
ð4Þ

f ¼ arcsinð t0
tmax

�sin FÞ ð5Þ

z ¼  
sinf

cosðf � gÞ ð6Þ

Results and analysis

Fig. 6. (a) Shear stress distribution adapted and reconstructed from Refs. [23,24,27]; (b) CAD illustration of theoretical chip contact area for feed rate 0.2 mm.

Fig. 7. Comparison tool-chip contact area for different cutting speeds, rake and flank pressures.
recisely the changes in primary and secondary shear zones with
utting fluid for both cutting speeds. These parameters were the
ngle of segment orientation (F), shear angle (f), maximum chip
hickness (tmax), minimum chip thickness (tmin), equivalent chip
hickness (tc), segment width (S), segment ratio (Gs) and shrinkage
actor (z). Some of these parameters can be seen in Fig. 5. The rest
66
The investigation is aiming for an enhanced understanding of
the influence of high-pressure cutting fluid directed towards the
rake side as well as the flank side of an insert (the cutting edge in
general terms), and more precisely. How variations in the applied
cutting fluid pressure correlate with the attained Tool Chip
Contact-area (TCCarea).
4
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The results are explained in the following sections.

Tool-chip contact investigation

High-pressure cutting fluid is extensively used with the main
purpose to improve tool life. This is primarily achieved by lowering
the temperature in the cutting zone, but also by boosting the
mechanical effects of breaking the chips generated at the rake side
of the tool. Thus, reducing coherent friction effects in the zones
where sliding occurs between the tool and work material. In this
study, the response from the applied hydrodynamic forces is
primarily detected by measuring the Tool Chip Contact-area
(TCCarea). The TCCarea is derived from measurements by use of a 3-D
scanning microscope and tabulated in Table 1.

The primary justification for the application of cutting fluid at
high pressure to the material removal process is to improve the
reachability of the cutting fluid for effective heat transfer from the
cutting zone [2,22]. The second vital and important quality is to
create a mechanical force at the rake face to reduce the tool-chip
contact area and to attain an effective chip break capacity.
Consequently, the friction between the tool and chip is reduced
which eventually leads to lower tool wear.

Both compressive and shear stresses act on the Tool Chip
Contact area (TCCarea). The workpiece material undergoes
plastic deformation while the material passes through the
primary shear zone during which the temperature is signifi-
cantly elevated. The chip is forced to move along the rake face
where further deformation occurs in the secondary shear zone.
More heat is generated of which some is transferred to the
cutting tool [23,24].

Similarly, the flank section of the cutting edge is influenced by
variations in contact pressure from the workpiece, which in
combination with the prevailing friction conditions and relative
speed will lead to an added thermal load on the cutting edge. Thus,
the cutting edge is exposed from heat generated at its rake side as
well as its flank side. The variation in temperature levels in these
areas (rake: chip; flank: workpiece) will create a temperature field
in the direction towards the volume of the tool that exhibits a
lower temperature. Presumably, towards the inner parts of the

Through the exposure of the flank face of the cutting edge (and
simultaneously the workpiece) to forced cooling, the mentioned
temperature field can be controlled. Thus, variation of the cutting
fluid pressures applied to the flank face for the two pressure
conditions applied to the rake face is expected to improve the
thermal exchange in the cutting zone and consequently affect the
chip formation through the concurrent change in friction at the
rake face of the tool [22,26].

To evaluate the influence of flank cutting fluid in relation to rake
cutting fluid, the tool-chip contact area is measured for all the
investigated cutting conditions and tabulated in Table 1 (including
their deviation expressed as � SD). The tool-contact length was not
measured due to the varying chip thickness along the cutting edge
as shown in Fig. 6(b). However, the theoretical maximum contact
length of 0.2 mm is expected to be at the depth of cut.

A comparison of the shear stress distribution proposed by
Bobrov, Gordon and Zorev is shown in Fig. 6(a).

Bobrov and Gordon did not suggest any distinction in the tool-
chip contact. However, according to Zorev’s model, the rake face,
total tool-chip contact length, lc, comprises of two zones.

� The first zone is sticking, (lp), see Fig. 6(a), or seizure, near the
cutting edge, where the chip is deformed in shear by high
frictional stress. In the sticky zone, the tangential load is equal to
the yield strength of the material. Seizure is defined as a solid
phase weld between the primary atomic bonds of clean metallic
surfaces.

� The second zone is sliding (ls), where interfacial sliding occurs
due to the relative motion between the outermost layer of chip
material (atoms, grains) and rake face. In this zone, the friction
coefficient is constant and equal to the coefficient of friction
between the workpiece and tool material. The state of the sliding
zone depends on the cutting conditions as well as the properties
(mechanical and thermal) of the interacting materials (tool and
workpiece) [23,24,27,28].

The high-pressure cutting fluid jets (mechanical force) directed
towards the rake face are expected to be able to penetrate close to
the proximity of the cutting edge. Thus, impacting the chip

Table 2
The overview of chip parameters and their theoretical explanation.

Symbol Abbreviation Reason for evaluation and current knowledge

F Angle of segment
orientation

The parameter is necessary for calculating the shear plane angle. The angle decreases as the vc and fn increases.

w Shear angle An important factor that describes the chip formation process. Theoretically, it increases significantly with vc (higher localisation of
plastic deformation in the primary shear zone) and fn (increases the un-deformed chip thickness).

tc Equivalent chip
thickness

Describes chip thickness more precisely when segmented/serrated chip is generated. In general, it increases with the fn and decreases
with vc.

S Segment width Depicts the structure of the chip in detail. It is an additional evaluation parameter to the chip thicknesses. Bigger segments are
generated when the un-deformed chip thickness increases [18]. The parameter also increases as the localisation of plastic
deformation in the primary zone increases. This leads to the transformation of a continuous chip into segmented.

Gs Segment ratio Defines the level of chip segmented, a higher value indicates that chip and individual segments are less cohesive to each other owing
to the lower contact area between the chip segments. Therefore, chip breakability improves at higher Gs. In general, this ratio
increases with the vc.

z Shrinkage factor Theoretically, it is lower than the value of 1, an increase in vc causes the factor to increase because a thinner chip is generated.
Although no significant influence of vc and fn can be observed [18,19].

bch Chip width An important factor for the description of the chip deformation in the direction along the cutting edge. Theoretically, the width is a
constant with the change of vc and fn.

rch Chip curvature radius Describes strain in the chip and its total deformation, it decreases as the rake pressure increases [20]. A smaller radius means the chip
can break more easily into shorter elements. The radius increases with the depth of cut and with cutting speed.
cutting edge, but also towards the sliding interface between the
workpiece material and the flank of the insert. Arguably, under the
assumption that the new surface just generated on the work
material exhibits a lower temperature than that of the corre-
sponding material volume of the tool, despite the temperature rise
from the just undergone deformation [2,25,26].
665
interface leading to reduce the sliding region and contact area on
the rake face. Further elevated media pressure on the flank side in
combination with the applied cutting fluid jets on the rake side will
provide for maximum heat dissipation [1,2,22].

Consequently, the TCCarea, as the expected response to be
influenced by the overall temperature in the cutting zone, is
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tudied and documented with respect to the combined influence
rom the applied media streams.

Summary of the findings:

 An increase in the rake pressure from 8 to 16 MPa contributes to a
significant reduction of the apparent TCCarea at both cutting
speeds (45 and 90 m/min). Even though at a lower degree for the
higher cutting speed. The reduction of the TCCarea ranges from 13
to 28 pct. see Fig. 7(a and b).

 The flank pressure contributes to the reduction of the TCCarea

which is improved for both the tested rake pressures (4 and 8
MPa). It can be noted that at the lower cutting speed (45 m/min),
the combined effect of cutting fluid supplied at 8 MPa to both the
rake and the flank side of the insert creates almost the same
reduction in TCCarea as a single coolant jet supplied at 16 MPa
directed to the rake side of the insert only.

 Having additional cutting fluid on the flank face obviously leads
to improved heat flux in the cutting zone leading to cooler chips
and better chip breakability.

 There was only a small improvement (reduction) in TCCarea by an
increase of the flank pressure from 0 and 4 MPa.

 At the higher cutting speed (90 m/min), the increase of flank
pressure has a less pronounced effect on the control of the
TCCarea.

cutting temperature. In our findings, we could also see that having
flank cooling has quantitively confirmed the influence of cutting
fluid on TCCarea at lower cutting speed.

Further, Courbon et al. [30] found that an increase in nozzle
diameter and pressure, as well as an impact point close to the
cutting edge, influences the tool-chip contact length. This leads to
reduced cutting forces and improved tool life. Significant results
were observed at low cutting speeds. Our experiments were
planned with constant nozzles diameter but an increase in rake
pressure. The results emphasise again increases in pressure
decreased the TCCarea by 13–28 pct.

da Silva et al. [31], referenced to the works of Trent and Wright
[32], that the cutting fluid cannot access the seizure zone due to the
strong atomic bonds and contact between the members of the tool-
chip interface. However, an increase in the cutting fluid pressure
may lead to media penetrating through the sliding zone lowering
the contact area, friction and heat generated. Machado and
Wallbank [33], results of machining of titanium alloy with high-
pressure cutting fluid reduced the sticking and sliding zones up to
30 pct. as compared to a conventional flood cooling system. Our
quantitative measurement of the TCCarea which indicates a
proportional area reduction coupled with the increase in rake
pressure aligns well with findings of da Silva et al. as well as
Machado and Wallbank. However, we would like to point out that
by having flank cooling, an advantage for improved heat flux is

Fig. 8. Comparison of shape and length of the chip for varying conditions of rake pressures, flank pressures and cutting speeds.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the chip width and chip curvature radius for different rake pressures, flank pressures and two cutting speeds.
The results and influence of high-pressure cooling in the
resent study can be correlated to different researcher’s findings,
uch as:
Shaw [29] described during machining nickel, the maximum

emperature is focussed on the cutting edge. Having the cutting
uid applied to the flank face can lower the tool wear and peak
66
created despite the limited cutting fluid access to the cutting
contact zone.

It was observed in the present study that for all the investigated
cutting conditions, the experiments at 16 MPa of rake pressure had
a significant effect over the 8 MPa rake pressure in lowering the
tool-chip contact area.
6
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Chip investigation

A chip investigation is a fundamental approach to the study of
phenomena during a machining (chip formation) process. The chip
reflects all the important facets of the cutting process. Thus, the
chip is usually studied in detail when selected process parameters
are evaluated towards process robustness. However, frequently
only a limited subset of chip parameters are evaluated [32].
Therefore, in this particular investigation, a wide spectrum of chip
parameters was investigated in relation to the flank pressure
cooling concept, in order to obtain a detailed understanding of its
impact on the cutting process.

Thus, the investigation of the chip formation process was done
to understand the effect of the rake and flank pressure cooling at
various cutting speeds. The chips were collected after each
experiment and then evaluated individually, and the study of
the chips was done in a few successive steps:

� First, the chip breakability, curvature radius and chip width were

Chip breakability, curvature radius and width
The shape, length and curvature radius of the chip was

inspected first. The most typical representatives of chips were
selected at each condition for evaluation.

The spiral shape of the chip was monitored and described for all
cutting and cooling conditions. Nevertheless, the chip had various
lengths, see Fig. 8. Chip breakability observations are aligned to the
previous researchers’ findings; that an increase in pressure leads to
smaller (shorter) chips, regardless of the tool geometry, process or
cutting conditions. It also showed that smaller chips were
dominant at the speed of 90 m/min.

Additional flank pressure had an impact on the chip length,
especially at lower rake pressure (8 MPa). A higher flank pressure
(8 MPa) improved chip breakability (smaller chips) compared to no
flank cooling, highlighted in Fig. 8. As stated earlier additional
cooling led to improved heat flux in the cutting zone. Hence
creating a cooler cutting interface that led to better chip
breakability compared to no flank cooling.

This phenomenon was also present at a higher cutting speed

Fig. 10. SE micrographs of chips in general and detailed view (marked on the general view) — comparison of chip tool side for two rake pressures, flank pressures and cutting
speeds.
investigated.
� Next, chip morphology and chip tool side were explored.
� Finally, metallographic processing was performed.

The responses can be found summarized in Table 2.
667
with a less significant effect. Thus, when a very high media
pressure towards the rake is not available, additional flank
pressure up to 8 MPa can support the control of the chip formation
process. The same effect of flank pressure was also observed for 16
MPa directed towards the rake at a speed of 45 m/min. However,
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he high pressure towards the rake dominantly influenced the chip
ength.

The following steps were followed during the chip analysis. Ten
hips from each combination of cooling condition and cutting
peed (vc) were chosen, with the intention to inspect the chip
idth and chip curvature (chip radius). It was found that:

 The chip width was very stable during the whole experiment as
can be seen in Fig. 9. However, a slight drop of the width with
increasing rake pressure can be recognized because the chip is
more deformed and curved in the direction orthogonal to the
feed motion.

 The deformation of the chip at the higher cutting fluid pressures
can be a result of a higher thermal gradient between the tool and
the free side of the chip, but also from a higher cooling rate of the
heated chip. Nevertheless, no significant influence of vc and flank
pressures on chip width was observed.

The chip curvature (the chip spiral radius) showed similar
ehaviour as the chip width, see Fig. 9. However, the change of the
hip curvature (chip deformation in the direction of the chip flow)
s more significant, especially at 90 m/min (the chip is likely
otter).

face, e.g. [4,10]. Variation of cutting fluid pressure applied to the
flank has almost no influence on this parameter. Since there is no
direct effect as cooling and hydro-wedge on the chip as the rake
face. This applies to both cutting speeds. However, the chip spirals
(the chips) are typically shorter at lower rake pressure (Fig. 8)
while the chip width and curvature radius are almost the same
(Fig. 9). One of the reasons for this behaviour can be a lower
temperature in the primary shear zone due to the additional flow
of cutting fluid jet on the flank face resulting in higher brittleness of
the chip.

Chip tool-side surface and segmentation
The tool side of the chips (backside) were inspected with SEM,

see Fig. 10(i) general view and (ii) detailed view. Two elementary
phenomena, sliding and sticking contact between the tool rake and
the chip, were observed and found to be dependent on the cooling
and cutting conditions.

The sliding is expected when the temperature of the chip in the
secondary shear zone is high and the material is softer. In these
conditions, higher cutting speed and/or insufficient cooling of the
zone is set — e.g., when rake pressure is not high enough to
penetrate deeply into the tool-chip interface to cool down the
region effectively. Thus, the abrasion marks created by the tool in

Fig. 11. Comparison of the chips at different rake pressures, flank pressures and cutting speeds: evaluation general view (LOM) and detailed view (SEM-SE).
The smaller diameter of the chip at the higher cutting speed is a
esult of the acting fluid flow from rake cooling on thinner chip and
robably its higher thermal gradient along the chip thickness.
hus, the chip tends to be more curved and breaks into smaller
arts depending on the cutting speed as well as the increase in rake
ressure owing to a hydro-dynamic wedge lifting the chip off rake
66
the direction of chip flow can be identified — arrows (A) in Fig. 10.
Intensive sticking contact was observed in the tool-chip contact

zone at the lower cutting speed. Thus, the evident sticking marks.
The regions of adhesion (sticking) were identified for some
conditions – marks are identified by arrows (B); region (B) in
Fig. 10. This is in accordance with Refs. [34,35] where the length of
8
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the sticking region was measured and found to be lower and
possible to predict with higher speed. And at higher rake pressure
of cutting fluid, the tool-chip contact length decreases as shown in
Ref. [36]. Thus, the length of the sliding region is shorter [5] in the
case of higher cutting fluid pressure and low cutting speed. Thus,
material softening of the chip is not as significant owing to: (i)
enough pressure and volume of cutting fluid; (ii) lower cutting
speed; (iii) combination of both.

Results from the lower cutting speed (45 m/min) illustrate that
the rake pressure can affect the contact conditions between the
chip and tool rake. These changes in the sliding zone of the contact

The use of flank cooling on the tool probably further assisted in
lowering the temperature in the cutting zone. This is the result of
an increase in the cutting fluid volumetric flow, as reported in Ref.
[7]. Subsequently influencing the temperature in the cutting zone
and tool-chip interface is affected indirectly because of the
intensive sticking behaviour between the tool and the chip. It
was clear that more sticking marks on the chips were observed at a
flank pressure of 8 MPa for both rake pressures (at 45 m/min).

Increasing the cutting speed to 90 m/min had a dominant effect
on sliding in the secondary shear zone, arrows (A) Fig. 10. The
changes in cutting fluid pressures (flank pressure and higher rake

Fig. 12. SE micrographs for comparison of the chip structure for different rake pressures, flank pressures and the two cutting speeds.

Table 3
Results of chip characterization measurement.

Cutting
speed

Rake
pressure

Flank
pressure

Segment
orientation angle

Min chip
thickness

Max chip
thickness

Chip
ratio

Segment
width

Eq. chip
thickness

Segment
ratio

Shear
angle

Shrinkage
factor

vc (m/
min)

RP (MPa) FP (MPa) F (�) tmin (mm) tmax (mm) tmax/
tmin

S (mm) tc (mm) Gs f (�) z

45 8 0 13.3 213 261 1.22 51 237 0.18 10.2 0.19
8 13.6 195 276 1.42 77 235 0.29 9.8 0.18

16 0 25.5 151 235 1.55 88 193 0.35 21.6 0.42
8 20.4 184 241 1.31 150 212 0.24 16.8 0.32

90 8 0 30.9 143 228 1.60 79 185 0.37 26.8 0.55
8 29.4 150 249 1.65 120 199 0.40 23.3 0.46

16 0 38.0 87 202 2.32 116 145 0.57 37.4 0.87
8 33.1 108 203 1.88 106 155 0.47 32.7 0.71
were observed utilizing the tool-side of the chip inspection. More
abrasion marks indicate more severe sliding conditions at 8 MPa or
a shorter sliding region length in the case of 16 MPa, respectively. It
aligns with the fact that at high rake pressure, the cutting fluid can
penetrate deeply into the tool-chip interface and thereby reduce
the sliding region [10,11].
669
pressure) did not affect the sliding much. Therefore, a higher rake
pressure than 16 MPa is recommended for cooling the tool-chip
interface at this speed.

The chips were scanned from the side of the maximum chip
thickness (see Fig. 5(c)). The main results at low/high magnifica-
tion from two flank pressure conditions (0 and 8 MPa) are shown in
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ig. 11. The general (LOM) and the selected area (highlighted in a
ed square in general view) are visualized in a detailed (SEM) view.
he uniformity of the chip creation along the longer chip flow was
bserved. It is obvious that there could occur some parts of chips

Metallographic processing of chips and calculations
The metallographic evaluation of the chips was conducted in

order to understand the chip segmentation phenomenon better.
Chip structure after polishing and etching for various cooling

Fig. 13. For different rake and flank pressures: Equivalent chip thickness (a) low vc (b) high vc; Shear angle (c) low vc (d) high vc.

Fig. 14. Comparison of tmin and tmax between different rake pressures, flank pressures and cutting speeds.
ith anomalies in the shape and formation, as marked by arrows.
hese parts were excluded for the metallographic evaluation of the
hips. The anomalies were found in chips especially generated at
utting speed of 45 m/min. The chip segmentation was more
niform (the anomalies were reduced) with higher chip segmen-
ation at higher speed and higher rake pressure of coolant.
67
conditions and vc can be observed in Fig. 12.
Continuous chips were generated at the lower cutting speed, vc

45 m/min and rake pressure (8 MPa). However, shear localisation
was not evident as a large volume of material underwent
deformation. However, shear localisation in the chips was
observed for the same rake pressure but at the increased cutting
0
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speed, vc 90 m/min. All the chips were serrated regardless of the
cutting fluid conditions. It is evident that the chip segments get a
shape that is increasingly uniform and regular with increased

cutting temperature was increased, due to the low thermal
conductivity of the Alloy 718. This caused the chips to be more
serrated than at lower cutting speeds. It is in accordance with the

Fig. 15. For different rake and flank pressures: segment width (a) low vc (b) high vc; segment ratio (c) low vc (d) high vc; shrinkage factor (e) low vc (f) high vc.
cutting speed.
Thakur et al. [37], conducted a high-speed dry turning

machinability test of Alloy 718 with cemented carbide inserts.
Although the experiment was dry machining, the findings of chip
formation/morphology could support the current research work.
The authors found that at higher cutting speeds than 50 m/min the
671
theory that shear instability occurs at a higher cutting speed (strain
rate).

The effect of higher rake pressure (16 MPa) was similar to
increased vc. The chips were more serrated and uniform in shape.
Using higher rake pressure for lower cutting speed leads to the
initiation of the serration process of the chip, marked in box Fig. 12.
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t can be identified as a transition region between continuous and
ully serrated chips. Rake pressure supported chip segmentation by
eans of higher shear localisation. The transition region of chip

ormation from continuous to “serrated” was obtained by using the
igher rake pressure.
The higher flank pressure (8 MPa) did not have any considerable

nfluence on shear localisation, although, chip thickness started to
ary. Specifically, the segments were bigger with flank cooling for
oth rake pressures at 45 m/min. Further, the chip morphology was
ore “serrated” and a slight influence on the chip segmentation
ould be seen for both rake pressures at the higher vc 90 m/min.
owever, with flank cooling, the chips appeared to transition
owards a more serrated shape, especially at a rake pressure of 8
Pa.
Eventually, chip morphology parameters were defined and used

or an objective understanding of the chip formation and shear
ocalisation. Results from all evaluated/calculated parameters of
he chips are shown in Table 3.

It is a known behaviour that an increase in cutting speed leads
o a higher shear angle [38,39] which was validated by our
bservation for an oblique cutting application, Fig. 13(c–d).
The effect of a higher strain rate on work material softening and

esulting flow stress in the primary shear zone causes the
nclination of the zone towards the tool rake and the chip becomes
hinner. This result aligns with other researchers findings as
eported in Refs. [40–42]. Consequently, a higher shear angle
ccurs with increased cutting speed. This behaviour was observed
or all investigated cooling conditions [43].

Even though rake pressure does not influence the primary shear
one but influences chip formation and chip sliding on the tool.
hus, the chips are thinner (equivalent chip thickness — tc) and
ore curved (proved for every chip thickness parameter as well as

or chip curvature at all combinations of vc and flank pressures).
A slight drop of the shear angle was identified at flank pressure

 MPa. This indicates that flank cooling can influence phenomena
aking place in the primary shear zone like the temperature of the
eformed material.

flank pressure does not influence the chip thickness and segments
separation markedly.

The width of the chip segments is strongly influenced by
whether the chip is fully serrated (90 m/min), continuous or semi-
serrated (transition between continuous and serrated chips at 45
m/min), Fig.15(a–b). The parameter S was increasing with speed as
the shear zone becomes narrower owing to thermo-mechanical
instability and thermal softening of the material. In general, similar
behaviour in segment pitch with cutting speed for turning Inconel
718 was observed in Refs. [42,44], however it was under dry
conditions.

It was observed that the segments were wider with increasing
rake pressure at 45 m/min disregarding the flank cooling
condition. The same effect of rake cutting fluid pressure was
determined in Ref. [13]. The presence of flank cooling improved the
chip segmentation (see Fig.12). Thus, rake and flank cutting fluid at
high pressures support shear instability and serrated chip
formation owing to changed friction conditions on both interfaces;
tool-chip and tool-machined surface. The result of a higher shear
angle with increased rake pressure affects chip serration. Although
as previously reported, flank pressure decreases the shear angle.
The observed effect reached its limit when already fully serrated
chips were generated at 90 m/min. On one hand, the segment
width increased during flank cooling at 8 MPa and a rake pressure
of 8 MPa, on the other hand, flank cooling led to a slightly lower
width of the chip segments at a rake pressure of 16 MPa. This could
indicate that no simple effect of flank pressure exists for serrated
chips and high-pressure cutting fluid on the rake face.

A higher value of segment ratio means that the segments are
more separated from each other i.e., better chip breakability is
expected. This parameter increased with cutting speed, see
Fig. 15(c–d). Similar results were shown in the study Sánchez
Hernández et al. [18] for turning titanium alloy at lower feeds. The
same phenomenon was determined under dry conditions in
turning Inconel 718 in Klocke et al. [45].

A similar influence was observed with the rake pressure for
both speeds when no flank cutting fluid was used. The higher

able 4
ummary of chip characteristics as function of flank pressure increase from 0 to 8 MPa for rake pressure and cutting speed (m/min).

S.no Chip characteristic RP = 8 MPa RP = 16 MPa

45 m/min 90 m/min 45 m/min 90 m/min

1 Chip width , , , ,
+0.99 �1.29 +0.11 +1.43

2 Chip curvature radius , + , *
+2.09 �5.68 �2.46 +5.25

3 Maximum chip thickness * * , ,
+5.7 +9.1 +2.9 +0.1

4 Minimum chip thickness + * * *
�8.8 +5.4 +21.4 +23.9

5 Equivalent chip thickness , * * *
�0.8 +7.6 +9.8 +6.9

6 Segment width * * * +
+51.1 +51.4 +71.6 �8.8

7 Shrinkage factor , + + +
�5.3 �16.4 �23.8 �18.4

8 Segment ratio * * + +
+61.1 +8.1 �31.4 �17.5

9 Shear angle , + + +
�3.7 �13.2 �22.1 �12.8
Minimum and maximum segment thickness decreases signifi-
antly with cutting speed for all cooling conditions, see Fig. 14(a–
). The segments are more separated from each other since the
quivalent chip thickness is decreasing as well, Fig. 13(a–b).
Higher rake pressure leads to a decrease of maximum,

inimum and equivalent thicknesses of the chips. On the contrary,
67
pressure of cutting fluid brought the above-mentioned phenome-
na supporting chip segmentation. The hydro-dynamic wedge of
cutting fluid helps the segment movement in the direction of the
shear plane. Higher rake pressure caused a higher separation of
segments. The characteristics tcmax and tcmin were decreasing with
pressure for both speeds these results are in accordance with the
2
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findings of Cayli [46]. Although the more progressive decrease of
tcmax caused decreasing of Gs there. The difference between both
results can be caused by different work materials as well as another
machining operation and cooling conditions.

It was proved at both cutting speeds that flank cutting fluid at 8
MPa increased the segment ratio at a rake pressure of 8 MPa but
decreased the ratio for a rake pressure of 16 MPa. This is in
correlation with tcmin and tcmax changes. For both speeds, tcmin was
lower when flank pressure was applied together with rake
pressure of 8 MPa. On the other hand, it increased with the rake
pressure of 16 MPa. Nevertheless, the effect of flank pressure on
tcmax was recognized as almost negligible. Although the segments
were less separated from each other, chip breakability was not
influenced. This correlates with our previous observation that flank
pressure supports chip segmentation and breakability when not
enough rake pressure is used. As was already shown, flank pressure
lowers the shear angle as well as supports shear instability under
conditions at the start of the serrated chip creation region. When
the chip is already highly serrated, the flank pressure effect causes
decreasing Gs owing to tcmin increasing as the shear angle is
significantly lower.

Values of the shrinkage factor are illustrated in Fig. 15(e–f).
Higher values of the factor were achieved at high vc since the shear
angle was higher. Sánchez Hernández et al. [18] observed for dry
turning of titanium rather different results strongly dependent on
feed. However, the behaviour was similar at lower feeds. Contrary
to this, are the results in Pawade and Joshi [42]. In the high-speed
dry turning of Inconel 718 was the ratio of tcmin and tcmax

progressively decreasing with cutting speed due to an increase of
chip thickness. Nevertheless, Rakesh and Datta [44] showed a
decrease in chip thickness for dry turning of the same material for
speed in the range from 50 to 75 m/min.

The results show that rake cutting fluid influenced chip
thickness as well as the shrinkage factor. A similar effect was
observed with an increase in rake pressure (as in Refs.
[13,14,47,48]), which was following the shear angle behaviour.
However, most importantly flank cooling (8 MPa) decreased the
factor for both vc and rake pressures. An immense increase in the
chip shrinkage (approx. two-fold) was visible at increased vc.

The effects of the flank pressure (an increase from 0 to 8 MPa) for
all the combinationsof two rake pressures and two cutting speedsare
summarized in Table 4. Every value was expressed as a percentage
change of the nominal value. The nominal values were for each
parameter with reference to no flank cooling. Arrows indicate if the
parameter increased, decreased, or stayed constant. The interval for
no significant change of the value was set as �3 to +3%.

Conclusion

� Tool-chip contact area: Increase in rake pressure from 8 to 16
MPa, certainly decreased the mean contact area by 13–28% for all
flank pressure conditions at both vc. m/min. At low vc, 8 MPa
flank cooling lowered the contact area, on the contrary, at high vc
flank cooling did not have any significant effect.

� Chip geometry:
� Chip width and chip curvature radius are lower with an
increase in rake pressure as the hydro-wedge effect lifting the
chip off the rake face. It results in shorter contact length and
higher heat dissipation owing to an increased volumetric flow
of cutting fluid.

� Lower rake pressure (8 MPa), additional flank cooling of 8 MPa
leads to increase sticking in the tool-chip interface. This supports
the indirect observation that flank pressure could have helped to
lower the temperature in the cutting zone. Almost no adhesion
on the chip was observed at a higher cutting speed. Thus, the
sliding zone was not influenced significantly.

� Chip formation:
� A thinner chip was generated when the cutting speed changed
from 45 to 90 m/min as the shear angle increased.

� Adding flank cooling decreased the shear plan angle at low and
high cutting speeds.

� Chip segmentation:
� Flank cooling (8 MPa) supports the chip segmentation process.
� Flank pressure can affect the chip formation process by
temperature reduction in the shear zone. It facilitates
embrittlement of the chip and enhanced shear work.
Subsequently, better chip breaking occurs.
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